
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Climate neutrality by 2040: can hydrogen help? 

"Hydrogen rocks, and I am committed to making it a success" - EU Commission First Vice President Frans 

Timmermans, October 2020 

 

“Our lifeblood will be hydrogen" - EU Energy Commissioner Kadri Simson, November 2020.  

 

Introduction  

 

The EU has committed to reaching climate neutrality by 2050. Hydrogen is touted by politicians as the way to 

decarbonise difficult sectors such as transport, heating and industry.   

 

Yet using hydrogen risks prolonging the use of gas infrastructure, and locking investments into fossil fuels for decades 

to come. The EU needs to be doing the exact opposite - phasing out fossil fuels, including gas, to reduce greenhouse 

gas emission in line with science, and achieve its climate targets. 

 

There is an exception: hydrogen made from renewable energy sources is truly zero-carbon and aligned with the EU’s 

climate neutrality target.  

 

But while renewable hydrogen has a part to play in decarbonising the EU economy, this part is limited, and hydrogen 

is certainly no silver bullet for decarbonisation. It must not replace direct electrification with renewable energy, which 

is almost always more efficient than using hydrogen.  

 

In this short briefing, we look at the various ways hydrogen can be produced and the emissions they entail and avoid. 

We also look at the renewable energy resources available to produce hydrogen; how far renewable hydrogen can 

be used and in which sectors.  

 

Hydrogen and the EU  

The EU is actively looking into how to increase hydrogen use.  

In July 2020, the European Commission released its Hydrogen Strategy, which WWF criticised for promoting fossil 

fuels.  
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On the same day, the Commission launched a ‘Clean Hydrogen Alliance’ to identify what the hydrogen sector 

needs to contribute to the EU’s path to climate neutrality. WWF sits on the Alliance’s roundtable on the use of 

hydrogen in industry, in order to support the deployment and targeted use of renewable hydrogen only.  

Hydrogen is also set to be an important part of national recovery plans - and the EU’s recovery plan - as well as  

the EU’s upcoming Industrial Strategy, which is being reviewed and relaunched in the light of the Covid-19 

pandemic.  

Hydrogen will also be a key topic as trans-European energy network rules are reviewed by the Commission this 

year, and for the European Parliament as it finalises its non-legislative report on a hydrogen strategy for Europe, 

which will be voted in plenary later this year. 

How is hydrogen made?  

Hydrogen is only as clean as the energy used to produce it.  

Currently, over 95% of hydrogen is produced using fossil fuels like gas and coal1. This is done by heating 

natural gas with steam to produce a ‘synthesis’ gas, which is then separated to obtain hydrogen, or by 

converting coal into a similar ‘synthesis’ gas and separating it. These methods emit high levels of carbon. 

Hydrogen production from natural gas and coal is today responsible for around 830 million tonnes of 

carbon dioxide emissions per year, which is the equivalent of the CO2 emissions of the United Kingdom 

and Indonesia combined.2 Even if some of those emissions can potentially be captured, this option ‘locks 

us in’ to fossil fuel infrastructure, when we need to end our use of coal, oil and gas rapidly. Another, less 

common way to make hydrogen also uses fossil fuels, but heats them instead (‘pyrolysis’). 

The third way to produce hydrogen is via electrolysis, or using an electric current to separate water and 

obtain its hydrogen. If the electric current comes from wind and solar power, the hydrogen produced can 

be considered ‘green’. However, if it comes from non-renewable sources, it will also entail carbon 

emissions or, in the case of nuclear, come from an unsustainable source.3 Moreover electrolysis, however 

it is powered, requires significant amounts of water.  

Finally, electrolysis is highly energy intensive - it takes five times as much energy to produce the hydrogen 

than the end result represents. Using electrolysis extensively to produce hydrogen would increase overall 

energy demand as well as overall electricity demand, which could undermine the EU’s energy efficiency 

and renewable energy targets. 

Therefore, in WWF’s view, hydrogen should be produced only by electrolysis using renewable energy 

sources, and only in a limited amount. It should not be used at all when direct electrification with renewable 

energy is possible, because it increases total energy consumption, electricity demand and total renewable 

electricity demand.  

 

 

                                                      
1 IRENA, Hydrogen from renewable power. Technology outlook for the energy transition, (2018), p. 13. 

2 Idem 

3 For instance, the process of electrolysis can rely on using nuclear as primary energy. 
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Supply and demand for renewable hydrogen  

In order to power renewable hydrogen at scale we need a large amount of electricity sourced from renewables.  

Ideally, renewable hydrogen would be produced from surplus wind and solar power, which would otherwise be 

curtailed due to grid congestion, and be produced domestically or within the EU.  

However, we do not currently have enough electricity produced from renewable sources to cover all the renewable 

hydrogen needs. Therefore renewable hydrogen could also come from some limited additional renewable electricity 

generation. This means we should be investing in additional renewable energy capacity now.  

Potential uptake of renewable hydrogen from 2030  

Today, renewable hydrogen is not financially competitive compared to fossil-based hydrogen due to the differences 

between gas and electricity prices. However, renewable hydrogen could become more competitive than fossil-based 

hydrogen by 2035 in Europe. For this to happen, the EU must develop a market for renewable hydrogen production 

through electrolysis by investing in innovation on a larger scale. The CO2 price will also be a factor in the cost.   

Producing renewable hydrogen entails high conversion losses - meaning lots of energy is lost during the process, for 

example as heat. For this reason, it should not compete with the production of renewable electricity that could be 

directly and more efficiently used to decarbonise key sectors such as home heating and transport. Energy efficiency 

and carbon-free electrification should be made a priority to achieve decarbonisation across all sectors by 2040. This 

would already require a massive upscaling and deployment of renewable energy sources (predominantly 

photovoltaics as well as onshore and offshore wind energy) as well as the necessary grid infrastructure development.  

In other sectors like some energy intensive industries, shipping and aviation, electrification is not possible, and here 

hydrogen can play a role. Not for unsustainable practises such as oil refining and fertiliser production, which need to 

be phased out altogether, but in essential industries like steel and basic chemicals, where renewable hydrogen is 

needed for full decarbonisation. 

When should renewable hydrogen not be used?  

Whenever electrification is possible, the hydrogen option should be ruled out. Electrification is far more efficient. For 

example, heating systems and the transport sector can be decarbonised through electrification and energy efficiency.  

The EU’s priority should be moving domestic and commercial heating away from gas, and towards renewable energy 

and heat pumps, through district heating. Hydrogen is not an appropriate technology in the decarbonisation of 

passenger vehicles such as cars and vans because of the huge energy losses incurred at the point of combustion. 

Exemptions in the transport sector shipping and aviation, where there are significant technological barriers to 

electrification.  

Renewable hydrogen and energy-intensive industries 

Hydrogen is currently used mostly for unsustainable practices such as oil refining and wide-scale fertiliser production, 

and most of this hydrogen is produced using fossil fuels. These industrial applications should decrease in the future 

decades as electric vehicles gain market share and fertiliser use falls.4 

                                                      
4 See also the graph ‘Global demand for pure hydrogen’ (1975-2018), IEA The Future of Hydrogen: https://www.iea.org/reports/the-future-of-
hydrogen 

https://www.transportenvironment.org/sites/te/files/publications/2018_11_Roadmap_decarbonising_European_shipping.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/the-future-of-hydrogen
https://www.iea.org/reports/the-future-of-hydrogen
https://www.iea.org/reports/the-future-of-hydrogen
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However, demand will grow in other areas, such as the steel and chemicals sectors. Since such energy-intensive 

sectors are here to stay, they should be candidates for the use of renewable hydrogen, to help them fully decarbonise. 

 Environmental limits  

 

While renewable hydrogen is far better in climate terms than other types, it still has an impact on the environment, 

in terms of land use, water use, and biodiversity. As mentioned above, hydrogen produced through electrolysis 

requires large amounts of water - for the production of 1 kg of hydrogen, about 9 litres of water are needed.5 

Despite this, the European Commission’s new hydrogen strategy, which shows the path to development of 

renewable hydrogen powered through electrolysis, makes no mention of environmental impact.  

The roll-out of hydrogen envisaged by the Commission would have a significant impact on water resources. 

Sustainability criteria must be put in place. For instance, WWF’s water-risk filter could be used to choose a site for 

electrolysers, in order to not increase water stress and protect biodiversity hotspots.  

Conclusion 

Now is the time for the EU to invest in clean production technologies to be deployed over the next decade, and avoid 

a fossil-fuel lock-in.  

The EU can do this by: 

● Giving priority to energy efficiency and direct electrification over renewable hydrogen where feasible, for 

example transport and home heating; 

● Funding renewable hydrogen projects and infrastructure over fossil fuels and nuclear; 

● Defining ‘clean hydrogen’ according to the ‘do no harm’ principle, and the EU sustainable investment 

Taxonomy. This means that ‘clean hydrogen’ should ‘make a substantial contribution’ to climate action by 

having a carbon intensity no higher than 2.256 tCO2e/tH2.6 

● Clarifying how future hydrogen infrastructure will be managed, via a regulatory framework on planning, 

regulation and managing conflicts of interest. 

● Giving priority to domestic EU production of both onshore and offshore renewable hydrogen (from excess 

and additional renewable electricity) and accompanying this with appropriate reskilling and investment 

strategies. 

● Developing an EU lead market for renewable hydrogen technologies before 2030 for sectors that really need 

it, by mapping out demand for hydrogen;  

● Defining which sectors cannot achieve decarbonisation without renewable hydrogen, such as steel, basic 

chemicals, energy storage, aviation and shipping.  

● Defining clear sustainability criteria and import-export processes which account for the carbon footprint of 

traded hydrogen as well as impacts on water and land use as well as other environmental and social impacts.  

Renewable hydrogen has a future. That future is confined to certain energy intensive industries, the shipping and 

aviation sectors, where electrification is not possible, in order to reduce their emissions and contribute to the 

EU’s climate goals. Despite EU Energy Commissioner Simson’s words, hydrogen will not be the ‘lifeblood’ of the 

EU. However, provided the system overall is based on energy efficiency and renewable electricity, hydrogen can 

be an important and strategic artery.  

 

                                                      
5  Is hydrogen the fuel of the future? ScienceDirect (2019) 

6 The “do no harm test” would exclude investments in hydrogen powered by nuclear power. See also the NGO analysis of the draft Taxonomy 
rules. It should be noted that the estimates from a study from the RSC Energy & Environmental Science Journal (2018) show a carbon footprint 
for solar-based electrolysis ranging from 1.32 to 2.5 kgCO2/KgH2, with the central value being 2.2 kgCO2/KgH2. Moreover, it seems like most 
recent calculations by solar industry players show an environmental footprint ranging between 1.32 and 2 tCO2/tH2.   

https://waterriskfilter.panda.org/
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/308315/1-s2.0-S2352146519X0006X/1-s2.0-S2352146519302315/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjECAaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIFJr3bdURn%2BQNv6ovJl7ey0Grs1kGobWHr92TCHhG1WFAiEAycejxUDDGKq8bagszmcPnMbnfLq0vY%2BUnvIgqAtNEpsqtAMISRADGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDEaW4JVIxRmL%2FRjeOyqRA9D0g0EaFMNNMe%2BDXlPtGsbRi%2BBZ4M8ttqgLCvj3LRVLTal01%2Bgicl6e3cu%2BWq41X2i5c9Iz%2F%2FxGnpOtGdagbGRXzCh5dB6oZh4x3yQLN%2F%2Ba9tf1HaUght4AO4kt32j5%2Fp58%2FdiTjXHeMhAbWB60JaEyCAUCrv017nDxp%2FHR%2F0uvN3FcDvI15Ann7DoYvjIACqwaA1jDLcniZdVY5aKx4dMjFzcgP6YLYgUwDdFmaXwL%2B3IHCPzwPkB4d7Mbgujaf49pPyqE7QZ1ctaqTo4M1sn8HjDZTD1HUd15P2XNx%2FKTaWng9HIdWsYTfW1MQotlPZ7z6xeFAZQdITDYyUL9LN911uyE21YBetPHVQkJz0MZyU%2FQpBeg7kTQMBiyrBELPtPDSltnIr5sVyLEykqg3CfcBg9b%2BS4PVGhJjOxp4CWD5PqxKf5FrGlGuYIR8u4xEfwTPQv4RiPvAsecjmctrRzHLA7qhlAI7P4eeyFFiVXgAFBRK7zB%2F0dTSZN6oxD6pLTD0lyPj1TzdOy0RyIPq3HSMP%2B0zfsFOusBVxnKbQ1lEBW2Hu0Fe9PiWz%2BL%2BUTzr2LLE1DcGe%2BMgU9wpqBAKfGnI%2FEgd64ho%2FzfzIcg30P8JQ0AqLglHRS3aQaiD64xj5u27qHNHNtRfH%2B6mbIOI%2FdGaW8USVnrJCg7psjA%2B1L%2Bpr7pJsRC11thmyeGViPsAdpFEIKw8Nhs8ECiCoK2zycfUjlOXlDV3wdcYavffZFsfioDmTBZKrxb9qiGMbxonUJtXFByq%2FeZqOGc7ZI0HzsisK7zchHmgxulV6qwzGaMG9XQlfCEuwb2ZZOCmkWIqbAKUn1%2BE9nASnTPiy%2BzfjkgVMkzHg%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20200929T163241Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYZNGM6C4N%2F20200929%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=080870a6862f3a10a3130fa8f3c8302e4bf8715cf5b9705d216e971d0ed1d7cc&hash=17a5383a834469b8a42268f1e0a28072e223b143fef4b7f78b961d9b1c400c11&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S2352146519302315&tid=spdf-17019832-64c4-495a-ac57-7e858b2dcf88&sid=9eb441898261404a797ba1f65d05939be0d2gxrqb&type=client
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/308315/1-s2.0-S2352146519X0006X/1-s2.0-S2352146519302315/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjECAaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIFJr3bdURn%2BQNv6ovJl7ey0Grs1kGobWHr92TCHhG1WFAiEAycejxUDDGKq8bagszmcPnMbnfLq0vY%2BUnvIgqAtNEpsqtAMISRADGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDEaW4JVIxRmL%2FRjeOyqRA9D0g0EaFMNNMe%2BDXlPtGsbRi%2BBZ4M8ttqgLCvj3LRVLTal01%2Bgicl6e3cu%2BWq41X2i5c9Iz%2F%2FxGnpOtGdagbGRXzCh5dB6oZh4x3yQLN%2F%2Ba9tf1HaUght4AO4kt32j5%2Fp58%2FdiTjXHeMhAbWB60JaEyCAUCrv017nDxp%2FHR%2F0uvN3FcDvI15Ann7DoYvjIACqwaA1jDLcniZdVY5aKx4dMjFzcgP6YLYgUwDdFmaXwL%2B3IHCPzwPkB4d7Mbgujaf49pPyqE7QZ1ctaqTo4M1sn8HjDZTD1HUd15P2XNx%2FKTaWng9HIdWsYTfW1MQotlPZ7z6xeFAZQdITDYyUL9LN911uyE21YBetPHVQkJz0MZyU%2FQpBeg7kTQMBiyrBELPtPDSltnIr5sVyLEykqg3CfcBg9b%2BS4PVGhJjOxp4CWD5PqxKf5FrGlGuYIR8u4xEfwTPQv4RiPvAsecjmctrRzHLA7qhlAI7P4eeyFFiVXgAFBRK7zB%2F0dTSZN6oxD6pLTD0lyPj1TzdOy0RyIPq3HSMP%2B0zfsFOusBVxnKbQ1lEBW2Hu0Fe9PiWz%2BL%2BUTzr2LLE1DcGe%2BMgU9wpqBAKfGnI%2FEgd64ho%2FzfzIcg30P8JQ0AqLglHRS3aQaiD64xj5u27qHNHNtRfH%2B6mbIOI%2FdGaW8USVnrJCg7psjA%2B1L%2Bpr7pJsRC11thmyeGViPsAdpFEIKw8Nhs8ECiCoK2zycfUjlOXlDV3wdcYavffZFsfioDmTBZKrxb9qiGMbxonUJtXFByq%2FeZqOGc7ZI0HzsisK7zchHmgxulV6qwzGaMG9XQlfCEuwb2ZZOCmkWIqbAKUn1%2BE9nASnTPiy%2BzfjkgVMkzHg%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20200929T163241Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYZNGM6C4N%2F20200929%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=080870a6862f3a10a3130fa8f3c8302e4bf8715cf5b9705d216e971d0ed1d7cc&hash=17a5383a834469b8a42268f1e0a28072e223b143fef4b7f78b961d9b1c400c11&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S2352146519302315&tid=spdf-17019832-64c4-495a-ac57-7e858b2dcf88&sid=9eb441898261404a797ba1f65d05939be0d2gxrqb&type=client
https://wwfeu.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/joint_ngo_analysis_of_eu_taxonomy_climate_delegated_act_december_2020.pdf
https://www.johnmonash.com/static/uploads/files/c8ee02079e-wfkarunfsslu.pdf
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